Relays in cellular systems are sensitive to interference. A good relay design will transmit in a way that avoids excess out-of-cell interference. This article proposes a two-step algorithm for relay design for the relay interference channel, which models a relay-based cellular system. The transmitters and relays are equipped with multiple antennas while the receivers are equipped with a single antenna. In the first step, we propose to apply existing single-hop strategies to design the transmission parameters of the transmitters. In the second step, we propose to modify the interference pricing approach to design the relays. Interference pricing is used to provide the relays with information on how interference impacts the end-to-end achievable rates. A new method is proposed to compute interference prices via an approximation of the end-to-end achievable rate to integrate information about the relationship of the parameters in the two hops to alleviate mismatch between the rates on two hops experienced by the direct application of prior algorithms, which are designed specifically for the single-hop interference channel. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other designs, including the naive approach of applying the single-hop interference pricing strategies on two hops.
Introduction
The relay interference channel models multiple transmitter-receiver pairs communicating through dedicated relays using the same spectral resource [1] [2] [3] [4] , as in cellular systems with relays. On the first hop, the transmitters send data to the relays; on the second hop, after some signal processing, the relays forward data to the receivers. Each hop experiences interference, causing resource conflicts, and coupling the achievable rates for the two-hop links. In addition, the end-to-end achievable rate of a two-hop link is limited by rates achieved on each hop. Achieving high end-to-end sum-rates, therefore, requires strategies that not only mitigate interference [4, 5] but also match the rates on the two hops of the relay-aided links. Unfortunately, configuring the relays with limited information about the interference is challenging. Prior work on relay design for cellular systems often neglects interference [6] or ignores matching the rates in the two hops [7] [8] [9] .
In this article, we maximize the end-to-end sumrates from the base stations (i.e., the transmitters) to the mobile stations (i.e., the receivers) through a set of fixed relays. We assume that the transmitters send data to the receivers with the aid of fixed, half-duplex, and decode-and-forward (DF) relays via two-hop transmissions. The transmitters and relays do not share data. While the transmitters and the relays are equipped with multiple antennas, the receivers have a single antenna. The direct channels from the transmitters to the receivers are neglected due to high path-loss and shadowing attenuation. We assume that the two-hop links have a common timesharing value and perfect inter-user frame synchronization, i.e., the transmissions in each hop start at the same time and end at the same time. Although this assumption requires some coordination among the transmitters before the actual data transmission, it allows for tractable analysis to obtain insights into the system performance and provides a benchmark for the scenarios with relaxed assumptions on inter-user frame synchronization. We also assume that the parameters of the first hop are fixed and focus on the design of transmission parameters at the relays. This is reasonable when the relays are allowed to schedule users [10] , as in IEEE 802.16j [11] , IEEE 802.16m [12] , and 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced standards [13] . It is important to note that we consider http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 end-to-end achievable rates. Thus, the design challenge is how to take into account information about the fixed first-hop parameters and the timesharing value in the configuration of the second hop while mitigating interference.
Our design problem is to determine transmit precoders at the transmitters and relays to maximize the end-toend sum-rates. The single-hop sum-rate maximization problem is non-convex and NP-hard, i.e., its globally optimal solution cannot be found efficiently in terms of computational complexity [14] . More complicated, the joint transmit precoder problem for end-to-end sum-rate maximization is also non-convex and is expected to be NP-hard. This motivates us to develop an algorithm for transmit precoder design that obtains high end-to-end sum-rates, i.e., to find efficiently suboptimal solutions to the end-to-end sum-rate maximization problem. Note that prior work often focuses on single-hop sum-rate maximization. Then existing algorithms could be applied to maximize independently the sum-rates in each hop of the two-hop interference channel. This naive approach, however, leads to rate mismatch in the two hops, which reduces the end-to-end sum-rates. Rate mismatch occurs when some relay links have a dominant first hop while others have a dominant second hop. From a resource allocation perspective, this means it wastes resources to the second-hop dominant relay links while depriving resources from the first-hop dominant relay links.
In this article, we propose a two-step algorithm for designing the transmit precoders at the transmitters and relays. In the first step, we propose to apply directly the existing single-hop strategies for the first hop to design the precoders at the transmitters. The relays then estimate their received signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), which represent the achievable rates on the first hop. In the second step, we use interference pricing [15] [16] [17] to develop a distributed relay beamforming algorithm where each relay determines its own transmit precoder without explicit knowledge of the precoders at the other relays and of the channels from the other relays. We propose a new method for computing interference prices at the receivers such that interference prices also include information about the first-hop SINR and the timesharing value. Our approach uses an approximation function of the end-to-end achievable rate to take into account the relationship of the parameters on two hops. We describe how the new two-hop interference pricing framework is used to develop an asynchronous-distributed pricing algorithm for relay transmit beamforming. In each iteration of the algorithm, one randomly selected relay updates its own precoder based on the knowledge of interference prices corresponding to unintended receivers by solving a nonlinear optimization problem. In general, however, finding the globally optimal solutions to this nonlinear optimization problem may be time-consuming. To overcome this challenge, we propose a method for solving it approximately, although we are unable to prove analytically the convergence of the modified algorithm. We also present in detail a version of the proposed algorithm, which we refer to as the two-hop interference pricing algorithm for relay transmit power control, where we can find closed-form expressions for the updates at the relays. This power control algorithm is applicable when the relays have a single antenna. It is also applicable when the relays have multiple antennas but we focus on designing only the norm of the relay precoders. The end-to-end sumrate performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulations in a multicell cellular network. We observe that the modified algorithm converges in the simulated scenarios. For comparison, we implement a number of relay transmission strategies, including the naive application of the single-hop interference pricing algorithm in [16] to the second hop. The numerical results show that, thanks to the capabilities of interference mitigation and two-hop rate-mismatch alleviation, the proposed algorithm always outperforms all other algorithms for various system configurations.
Distributed beamforming/precoding has extensively been studied for the single-hop interference channel [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; [16, 17, 22] using interference pricing. These singlehop algorithms, including the algorithm in [16] , could be applied to maximize independently the sum-rates in each hop of the two-hop interference channel. This naive approach, however, leads to rate mismatch in the two hops, which reduces the end-to-end sum-rates. On the contrary, our proposed algorithm alleviates two-hop rate mismatch by integrating the first-hop parameters and the timesharing value in relay transmit beamforming design, thus improving the end-to-end sum-rates. There have been algorithms for distributed relay beamforming [6, [24] [25] [26] . Prior work, however, either focuses on another type of relay (i.e., amplify-and-forward relays [7, 24, 25, [27] [28] [29] ) or considers other relay architectures (e.g., the shared relays [6, 30] and the two-way relay [26, 31] ). In prior work [6, [24] [25] [26] , each relay aids multiple pairs of transmitters and receivers at the same time. On the contrary, this study considers one-way DF relays, each of which aids only a single pair of transmitters and receivers. In principle, DF relays can be treated as conventional users on the first hop and acts as base stations on the second hop. Thus, they are readily integrated in a conventional cellular network. Amplify-and-forward relays, however, apply the linear transformation to the received signal on the first hop instead of decoding it like a conventional user. Although amplify-and-forward relays put less of a signal processing burden on the relays, their integration into conventional cellular networks requires other features like a new pilot structure and different channel estimation methods [32, 33] . IEEE 802.16m considered only DF relays http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 [12] while 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced considered both DF and amplify-and-forward relays [13] .
Power control is a classic technique for interference mitigation in cellular systems (see [34] and references therein). For example, there are several game theory-based power control algorithms for the single-hop interference channel [15, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and femtocell networks [44, 45] . While Huang et al. [15] uses interference pricing, Stanczak et al. [40, 43] use the framework of adjoint networks that allow for fully distributed implementation. Similar to the case of beamforming, since the prior algorithms are developed specifically for the single-hop interference channel, their direct applications for the second hop cause rate mismatch. The literature on power control algorithms for relay-assisted wireless networks, however, is limited [4, [46] [47] [48] . An algorithm for power control at the relays and transmitters in interference relay channel is developed in [46] , but it aims at minimizing the total transmit power subject to SINR requirements. The prior work in [4, 47] determines allocation of the sum power for each two-hop link for its transmitter and relay in a two-user two-hop interference channel to maximize the end-to-end sum-rates. Not only is the problem formulation in [4, 47] different from ours, but also the results cannot be easily extended to the case with more than two users. An algorithm for power control at both the base stations and relays in a multi-cell network is developed in [48] . The idea is based on the use of pricing factors to reflect the impact of interference, which is in principle similar to that of interference pricing. Nevertheless, pricing factors in [48] are determined numerically rather than by analytical methods. Also, it is unclear how the pricing factors can be extended for the beamforming design.
Our initial results in this article were reported in [49] . Compared with [49] , this article presents in more detail the proposed two-hop interference pricing, discusses the distributed two-hop interference pricing algorithm, and provides more simulations that emphasize the achievable end-to-end sum-rate performance of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the existing strategies. In addition, we reported some related results on the DF relay broadcast interference channel reported in [50] . Although it also aims at the alleviating two-hop ratemismatch while mitigating interference, our prior work in [50] adopts another approach, which is based on a relationship between mean squared error (MSE) values and mutual information. Comparing the two approaches, the idea in [50] has higher channel state information (CSI) requirements and is more complex, but has the advantage of supporting multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) from the relays.
The organization of this article is as follows. First, we introduce the system model of the relay interference channel. Second, we formulate the problem of sum endto-end achievable rate maximization and discusses the challenges in finding its optimal solutions. Third, we present in detail the proposed approach that is based on the interference pricing framework to find high-quality suboptimal solutions. Fourth, we present Monte Carlo simulations with a multi-cell system setting. Finally, we conclude this article and provide suggestions for future research. 
Notation
X = (x 1 , . . . , x K ), we define X −k (x 1 , . . . , x k−1 , x k+1 , . . . , x K ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. We use X and (x k ; X −k ) interchangeably.
System model
Consider a K-user relay interference channel with K pairs of transmitters and receivers, as illustrated in Figure 1 . We assume that the direct channels from the transmitters to the receivers are neglected due to high pathloss and shadowing attenuation. This is quite reasonable as it simply requires that the receivers in the second step not try to listen to the first hop transmission. For example, this happens in the downlink of a cellular network when the mobile stations are located near the cell boundary. One half-duplex DF relay is dedicated to each transmitter-receiver pair. A unique index k from the set K {1, . . . , K} is assigned to each pair and its associated relay. We assume that each relay does not attempt to decode the signals of the other transmitters than its assigned one. The transmitters and relays do not share data. We assume that transmitter k has M k antennas and relay k has N k antennas, where M k , N k ≥ 1 for k ∈ K. We assume each receiver is equipped with a single antenna and focus on only the design of the relays.
Since half-duplex relays cannot transmit and receive at the same time, the transmission procedure consists of two stages. We assume the transmissions in each stage start at the same time and also end at the same time. This can be justified by some coordination between the transmitters for sharing a predefined common timesharing values and for starting sending data at the same time. The requirement is not that strict because this is typically performed as part of ranging for example in a time-division multipleaccess (TDMA) system. Such an inter-user transmission http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26
Figure 1
The K-user two-hop interference channel. The transmitters (TXs) and the half-duplex DF relays are equipped with multiple antennas while the receivers (RXs) have a single antenna. Each relay aids the signal forwarding of only one TX-RX pair. The transmission procedure requires two stages. In the first stage, the TXs send data to the relays. In the second stage, each relay decodes its received signal, re-encodes and retransmits to its associated RX.
synchronization assumption is made either explicitly or implicitly in much prior work on interference channel. Moreover, this assumption allows for tractable analysis to obtain insights into the system performance and provides a benchmark for the scenarios with relaxed assumptions on inter-user frame synchronization. Using common radio resources, the transmissions in the same stage interfere with each other. For tractable analysis, we assume Gaussian signaling in both stages although it may not be optimal for the relay interference channel. In the first stage, the transmitters send data to their relays. Treating interference signals as additive Gaussian noise, each relay decodes the desired signal, re-encodes and retransmits to its receiver in the second stage. Each receiver also treats the interference from unintended relays as additive Gaussian noise when decoding the desired signal from its relay.
We consider slowly-varying, frequency-flat blockfading channels. Let 1 ≤ m k ≤ min{M k , N k } be the number of data streams that transmitter k sends to relay k. Transmitter k uses a fixed linear precoder F T,k ∈ C M k ×m k to map the symbol vector x k ∈ C m k ×1 to its transmit antennas. The transmitted symbols are i.i.d. such that E(x k x * k ) = I m k . Let p T,k be the actual transmit power and p max T,k be the maximum transmit power at transmitter k. The transmit power constraint at transmitter k for k ∈ K is
We denote G k,q ∈ C N q ×M k as the channel from transmitter q to relay
The interference plus noise covariance matrix at relay k is
The maximum achievable rate from transmitter k to relay k is
Define
as an effective SINR at relay k if transmitter k sends a single data stream to relay k. Since relay k is dedicated to aiding the kth pair by assumption, it attempts to decode only x k . After that, relay k re-encodes the signal as r k such that E(|r k | 2 ) = 1. Relay k uses a linear beamforming vector f X,k ∈ C N k ×1 to transmit r k to receiver k. Let p X,k be the actual transmit power and p max X,k be the maximum transmit power at relay k. The transmit power constraint at relay k for k ∈ K is
We define
Let h * k,m denote the channel from relay m to receiver k, where h k,m ∈ C N k ×1 . We denote n R,k as the additive spatially white Gaussian noise at receiver k for k ∈ K with variance σ 2 R,k . Receiver k observes
Define the signal power as
The maximum achievable rate of the kth second-hop link is given by
Let t ∈ (0, 1) be the fraction of time allocated for the first stage, which is also referred to as the timesharing value. The fraction of time for the second stage is (1 − t). For example, in 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced cellular systems, t depends on the number of subframes for backhaul links (i.e., between base stations and relays) in a radio frame [13] . We assume that t is a given parameter. Finding the optimal value for t is an interesting problem but it increases the requirements for synchronization and coordination among the two-hop links. The normalized rate of the kth first-hop link is tR 1,k (F T ) while the normalized rate of the kth second-hop link is (1 − t)R 2,k (F X ). The end-toend achievable rate of the link from transmitter k via relay k to receiver k is defined as the smaller of the normalized rates on two hops [51] 
The end-to-end sum-rates is defined as
The design of F T and F X for maximizing R sum (F T , F X ) should take into account t. Also, note that the units for the achievable rates in (3), (6), (7), and (8) are bps/Hz.
Problem formulation
The joint precoder design and power control problem for end-to-end sum-rate maximization in the DF relay interference channel is formulated as
Interference mitigation is the main challenge in sum-rate maximization. Due to interference, there exists coupling among the achievable rates on the same hop. It is the coupling that makes sum-rate maximization problems nonconvex and NP-hard, even for the single-hop interference channel [52, 53] . The more complicated problem (OP) is expected to be non-convex and NP-hard as well. This means that the globally optimal solutions to (OP) cannot be found efficiently in terms of computational complexity even in a centralized fashion. In addition, due to the definition of the end-to-end achievable rates, (OP) has a complicated per-user objective function. In fact, it is challenging to find its stationary points, including their globally and locally optimal solutions [54] . Thus, in this article, we focus on finding suboptimal solutions to (OP) that have high end-to-end sum-rates. Note that two-hop rate matching is a challenge in solving for suboptimal solutions to (OP). Specifically, for a given t, F T and F X , there may exist a mismatch between the normalized rates on two hops. By definition, a twohop rate mismatch occurs when there exist two two-hop links such that one has the dominant first-hop link while the other has the dominant second-hop link. Mathematically, it occurs when there exist k, m ∈ K X and k = m,
. When a two-hop rate mismatch happens, we can always improve the end-to-end sum-rates by scaling down p X,m and fixing all the other parameters such that the rates on two hops of the mth two-hop link are equal to tR 1,m (F T ). While this power reduction does not change R m (F T , F X ), it decreases the interference caused by relay m to unintended receivers on the second hop. This means that the power reduction does not decrease R q (F T , F X ) for q = m, and especially it strictly increases R k (F T , F X ). Thus, an efficient system design in terms of end-to-end sum-rate maximization should not cause any two-hop rate mismatch.
A distributed algorithm using interference pricing
In this section, we propose a distributed algorithm for finding high-quality suboptimal solutions to (OP). The proposed algorithm consists of two consecutive steps: (i) the first step focuses on designing the transmitters while ignoring the second-hop parameters and (ii) the second step focuses on designing the relays given knowledge of the timesharing value and the first-hop achievable rates resulting from the previous step.
Step 1: transmitter design
In the first step, we focus only on the design of the parameters of the transmitters on the first hop. In particular, we use one of the existing distributed algorithms for the single-hop interference channel to design the first-hop precoders F T and/or transmit power values p T . Due to two-hop rate mismatch, an algorithm with a lower first-hop sum-rates may achieve higher end-to-end sum-rates than another algorithm with a higher firsthop sum-rates. Thus, in our proposed two-step algorithm, all the existing distributed transmission strategies for the http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 single-hop interference channel are candidates for designing the transmitters' parameters.
We now briefly describe several strategies for the design of multiple-antenna transmitters with increasing requirements for complexity and overhead:
• In the first strategy, each transmitter aims at maximizing the desired signal to its associated relay regardless of the interference it may cause to unintended relays [55] . This strategy has the lowest complexity and overhead and is referred to as the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) beamforming. From a game theoretic perspective, the transmitters behave egoistically in this strategy, resulting in no cooperation among them [56] . Each transmitter is required to know only the channel to its associated relay, thus allowing for completely distributed implementation.
• In the second strategy, each transmitter behaves altruistically by minimizing the power of interference they cause to unintended relays. The interference on the transmit side is also known as the leakage [21, 57, 58] . Specifically, each transmitter uses multiple-antenna techniques for nullifying its leakage signals, similar to zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming on the receive side. The implementation of the strategy requires that each transmitter has the CSI of the channels from itself to all the relays. Thus, it also allows for distributed implementation but with a larger amount of overhead than the MRT strategy.
• In the third strategy, each transmitter aims at maximizing the signal-to-leakage plus noise ratio (SLNR), which is also known as the virtual SINR [59] . The SLNR for each transmitter is defined as the ratio of the desired signal power at its receiver over the sum power of its leakage signals. The maximization of the SLNR provides some balance between egoism and altruism. Note that, in addition to the CSI of the channel from itself to all the relays, each transmitter needs to know the variance of the noise at its associated receiver.
• In the fourth strategy, each transmitter determines its own beamforming vector based on knowledge of how it affects the achievable rates of unintended receivers. This is based on the interference pricing framework, which was developed for the single-hop interference channel in [15] [16] [17] 35, 60] . When applied to the first hop, the relays compute interference prices that quantify marginal changes in the achievable rates per unit increase in interference power at the relays [15] . The relays then provide their interference prices to the transmitters via feedback channels. Using the interference prices and the knowledge of the channels from itself to the relays, each transmitter determines its own beamforming vector. Although this strategy allows for distributed implementation, it is iterative and requires more overhead due to the exchange of interference prices.
• In the final strategy, each transmitter aims at minimizing its corresponding weighted MSE. The idea is to formulate a weighted MSE minimization problem that has the same stationary points as the sum-rate maximization problem but has a better-behaved objective function based on a relationship between the mutual information and MSE [61] . Thus, we can solve for the stationary points of the weighted MSE minimization problem instead of finding directly those of the sum-rate maximization problem. Note that our other results in [50] are based on the same approach as this strategy.
Letξ k be the resulting received SINR at relay k for k ∈ K at the end of the first step. Recall that, by definition, these values represent the achievable rates on the first hop and are used as an input for the relay design in the second step. We assume that relay k knowsξ k perfectly and use it in the relay design. In principle, we can try several candidate distributed strategies in designing the transmitters in the first step and then provide the corresponding values of {ξ k } K k=1 for the relay design. The relays will be designed with different sets of {ξ k }
K k=1
to select the one with the highest end-to-end sum-rates. The selected candidate first-hop design strategy will then be informed to the transmitters. Although improving the end-to-end sum-rates, this increases the requirements for coordination and overhead.
Step 2: relay design Given the transmitter design in the first step, we can rewrite the end-to-end rate of the kth two-hop link as
The design problem now becomes
By definition, the end-to-end sum-rates depend not only on the second-hop achievable rates, but also on t and
. Thus, in addition to mitigating interference to achieve high second-hop rates, the relay design should match the rates achieved on the second hop with those achieved on the first hop as designed in the previous step. In the second step, given the transmitters' parameters designed in the first step, we adopt an interference pricing approach to design the relays' parameters for obtaining high end-to-end sum-rates. The key idea is to take the http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 advantage of interference prices to exchange information about t and {ξ k } K k=1 between the relays and receivers for a better relay design. One of our main contributions is to propose a modification of the computation method of interference prices to integrate information about t and {ξ k } K k=1 , which we refer to as the two-hop interference pricing framework. We also apply the new framework to develop the corresponding algorithm for solving (BF).
Proposed two-hop interference pricing framework
We now present the two-hop interference pricing framework for transmit beamforming. Note that it is straightforward to develop the similar two-hop interference pricing framework for power control, however, we omit it here to save space. The interference prices are computed based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary conditions for optimality of the sum-rate maximization problem. This computation method is crucial for interference pricing-based algorithms to obtain high sum-rates. In the DF relay interference channel, we notice that
is not continuously differentiable with respect to γ k (F X ) at the intersection point that makes
is not continuously differentiable with respect to f X,m at every point for all m ∈ K. Therefore, it is challenging to use the KKT necessary conditions for (BF) to find directly even its locally optimal solutions to [62] . To overcome this, we propose to use an approximate function of the end-to-end achievable rate, which we refer to as R soft,k (γ k (F X )) and is a function of {ξ k } K k=1 , t, and γ k (F X ). Some guidelines for selecting R soft,k (γ k (F X )) are provided. One criterion is that R soft,k (γ k (F X )) is continuously differentiable with respect to γ k (F X ) at every point to make it possible to use the KKT conditions. Another criterion is that the utility function for each user has an appropriate concavity so that the convergence of the resulting interference pricing algorithm is guaranteed [35] . Specifically, R soft,k (γ k (F X )) has to satisfy the following condition [35] 
The quantity C k (R soft,k (γ k (F X ))) is referred to as the coefficient of relative risk aversion of the utility function
is "more concave" [35] . If these conditions are satisfied, then it is possible to develop an algorithm with asynchronous beamforming vector updates such that
is non-decreasing after each iteration provided that the interference prices are current (i.e., they are updated after each iteration) [16, 35] .
Define φ k (ξ k , t) as the rate-matching received SINR for the kth second-hop link, which is the value of the received SINR at receiver k if the normalized rates on two hops are equal to each other. Specifically, by setting t log 2 (1 +ξ k ) = (1 − t) log 2 (1 + φ k (ξ k , t) ) and after some manipulation we obtain
Recall that one challenge is that
We propose a method to find a class of approximate functions that are continuously differentiable at every point and are exactly equal Figure 2 . Using this method, we now provide the following two approximate functions
, otherwise.
The coefficients of relative risk aversion of the approximate functions are given by 
The gaps between these approximate functions and the exact function increase with γ k (F X ) and are upperbounded by (1 − t)/ ln 2. It is still unclear how to evaluate the quality of the approximate endto-end functions in terms of exact end-to-end sumrate maximization. Roughly speaking, we expect that the one with a smaller gap with the exact function, which is R ip2,k (γ k (F X )) in this case, outperforms the other. Although this prediction is confirmed by our numerical results, we do not have a formal proof. Note that the two approximate functions can be used to develop distributed two-hop interference pricing algorithms for solving (BF) and (PC). The next sections present the details of how such algorithms are developed using R ip1,k (γ k (F X )). The algorithms corresponding to the use of R ip2,k (γ k (F X , p X )) can be developed in the same way.
Distributed algorithm development
Let (BF − IP) be the relay beamforming design problem for approximate end-to-end sum-rate maximization associated with R ip1,k (γ k (F X )). This can be formulated as
This section describes a distributed two-hop interference pricing algorithm for solving (BF − IP).
We first present the computation method of interference prices. Consider a set of dual variables λ 1 , . . . , λ K ≥ 0 the constraints f X,k 2 ≤ p max X,k for k ∈ K. The KKT conditions for (BF − IP) are
Recall that for the kth second-hop link, we define the signal power as
Note that θ BF,ip1,k (F X ) represents the marginal decrease in R ip1,k (γ k (F X )) per unit increase in I k (F X ). Thus, we can interpret θ BF,ip1,k (F X ) as the cost charged to any relay m = k for generating interference to receiver k or as the http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 interference price at receiver k. Similarly,
We can also interpret it as the desired signal reward at receiver k. After some manipulation, we obtain
To compute
We next present in detail how to use interference prices and desired signal rewards in the proposed relay beamforming design. Applying the chain rule, we can show that (21) is equivalent to
The proposed algorithm is iterative and asynchronous. In each iteration, only one relay k is selected randomly to update its transmit beamformer by solving the following problem
According to Proposition 3 in [35] , the resulting algorithm based on R ip1,k (γ k (F X )) is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of (BF − IP). When the relays are equipped with multiple antennas, i.e., N X > 1, in general, (BF − N P k ) is a nonlinear optimization problem, and hence finding its globally optimal solutions may be time-consuming. To overcome this limitation, we adopt the method in [17] to propose a modified algorithm with a simple beamforming update rule. In particular, in each iteration n ≥ 1, we propose to replace
Both
) is independent of s. In iteration n, the selected relay k needs to solve the following problem to determine f
We can show that the solution is f
, the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum non-negative eigenvalue of
) has no non-negative eigenvalue, then the relay does not update its beamforming.
Algorithm. Distributed two-hop interference pricing algorithm for relay beamforming design
• Initialization: each relay k feeds forward φ k (ξ k , t) to receiver k and selects a random beamformer f ). Then it feeds back the information to relay k. -Beamforming vector: a relay k is randomly selected to update f (n)
Although we have not been able to prove analytically the convergence of the modified algorithm, we observed from our numerical results that it converges in all the cases considered. For updating its beamforming vector, each relay k needs to know the following information: {h m,k } K m=1 , θ BF,ip1,m for m = k, and β BF,ip1,k . While this information can be made available at the relay via feedback, thus allowing for distributed implementation, a large amount of overhead may incur. In addition, in this article, we assume that the relays have obtained this information perfectly. The inaccuracy of this information, however, may affect significantly the achievable sum-rates. Methods for reducing overhead and investigating the impacts of the uncertainty of this http://asp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/26 information on the sum-rate performance are interesting topics for future research.
Note that our proposed algorithm is different from the prior algorithm in [16] . Prior work in [16] is able to maximize the sum-rates on a single hop, i.e., either the first hop or the second hop. It ignores {γ {1} k } K k=1 and t and hence results in two-hop rate mismatch. On the contrary, our approach is able to take into account {ξ k } K k=1 and t to alleviate two-hop rate mismatch to obtain higher end-toend sum-rates. In addition, the relays need to feedforward information to their associated receivers.
Recall that when N X > 1, then (BF − N P k ) is a nonlinear optimization problem, of which finding the globally optimal solutions may be time-consuming. Although the modified algorithm can approximately solve (BF −N P k ), we are unable to prove analytically the convergence of the modified algorithm. This challenge may not appear when we focus on updating only the actual transmit power p X , for example, when the relays have a single antenna or when we update only the norm of the relay precoders but not their shape. For notational convenience, we denote F X = √ p XFX , whereF X with F X 2 F = 1 represents the shape of the transmit precoders at the relays. Given fixed beamforming vectorsF X , we define the effective channel from relay k to receiver m ash m,k h * m,kf X,k ∈ C for k, m ∈ K. We can always formulate an interference pricing-based relay power control problem to determine p X given the knowledge of effective channelh m,k , which is referred to as (PC − IP) and is a special case of (BF − IP). Note that in the relay beamforming design problem, each relay needs to determine simultaneously several complex numbers to update its beamforming vectors. In the relay power control algorithm, each relay needs to determine only a positive real number for its transmit power value. This may simplify the implementation of the resulting algorithm. Specifically, by relaxing the power range constraints and using similar steps for finding highquality solutions for (BF −IP), we can develop a two-hop interference pricing power control algorithm for determining p X . This algorithm is iterative and asynchronous where in each iteration only one relay is allowed to update the transmit power. Let k be the index of the selected relay for transmit power update in iteration n ≥ 1. One important characteristic of this algorithm is that the candidate value for power update in iteration n is provided in closed form as where
Incorporating back the power range constraints, we propose that relay k updates its transmit power as p
According to Proposition 2 in [35] , the iterative and asynchronous interference pricing algorithm for power control is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of (PC − IP). Note that this algorithm does not maximize directly the exact end-to-end sum-rates. Thus, its convergence in terms of exact endto-end sum-rate maximization is not guaranteed. In our simulations, however, this algorithm converges in all the considered scenarios.
Discussion
In this section, we provide some remarks on the order of optimization, distributed implementation, and complexity analysis of the algorithm.
Order of optimization
There is another optimization order where the relays are first designed to maximize the achievable sum-rates on the second hop. Then interference pricing is used to take into account the timesharing and second-hop rates in the design the transmitters to approximately maximize end-to-end achievable rates. Depending on channel realizations on two hops, one order of the optimization outperforms the other in terms of end-to-end sum-rate maximization and vice versa. We prefer our order of optimization due to overhead considerations. Specifically, as the relays themselves estimate the received SINR on the first hop, our proposed order of optimization only requires the receivers estimate and send back the secondhop SINR to the relays to perform two-hop rate matching. The other order of optimization, however, requires the relays and receivers to send back the SINR on two hops to the transmitters to perform two-hop rate-matching.
Distributed implementation
The implementation of the proposed algorithm requires that the transmissions on each hop start at the samē
∈ C N X ×N X , which yields a complexity of O(N 3 X ). Thus, this step has a complexity of O(KN 2 X ) + O(N 3 X ). In short, the per-iteration complexity of the algorithm is O(
Numerical results
This section provides Monte Carlo simulation results to evaluate the two-hop sum-rate performance of the proposed algorithms in a multicell cellular network setting. Gaussian noise, we compute the average two-hop sumrates of the three pairs in the sectors of interest. The base stations use MRT beamforming to send data to their associated relays. Figure 4 illustrates how users are generated in a sector and the location of the fixed relay. The distance from the relay in each sector to the base station is equal to two-third of the cell radius. The users in each sector of interest are generated randomly on the rings centered at their corresponding base station with radius d. Users in other sectors are generated randomly. We consider different antenna configurations, denoted as (M, N, 1) , i.e., M directional antennas in each sector at a base station are used to serve a single user at a time via a dedicated relay with N omnidirectional antennas. All relays have a common value of maximum transmit power P max . We consider two sets of experiments: (i) varying relay power and (ii) moving users. In the first set of experiments, we assume that the users of interest moving on rings with d = 826 m are considered as cell edge users. The resulting plots show the average two-hop sum-rates as functions of P max . In the second set of experiments, we plot the average two-hop sum-rates as functions of d when all the relays have P max = 37 dBm.
For comparison, we implement several baseline relay beamforming algorithms. While the ZF-like beamforming minimizes the sum of interference power each relay cause to the other receivers of interest, the MRT beamforming maximizes the desired signal power each relay sends to its associated receiver. We also implement the beamforming algorithm resulting from the direct application of single-hop interference pricing beamforming in [16] to the second-hop, which we refer to as the second-hop interference pricing beamforming.
We now investigate the convergence of the proposed distributed relay beamforming algorithm. Figure 5 shows the sum of the approximate end-to-end rates over iterations for the proposed two-hop interference pricing beamforming with the approximate rate function R ip2,k (γ k (F X )) given in (17) . We notice that the approximate end-to-end sum-rates are not decreasing over iterations of the proposed relay beamforming algorithm. Moreover, the proposed algorithm converges quite fast and saturates within 20 iterations. Figure 6 presents simulation results for different antenna configurations. First, we notice that the proposed algorithm outperforms the second-hop interference pricing algorithm in both cases: 5.8% gain in the (2, 2, 1) case and 6.4% gain in the (3, 3, 1) case. These gains come from the consideration of the first-hop performance and the timesharing value, which alleviates rate mismatch. Note that our proposed algorithm requires only additional overhead for feed-forwarding φ k (ξ k , t) from each relay k to receiver k in the initial step. Since the channels between base stations and relays are expected to be stable, such additional overhead is negligible. Second, for the (3, 3, 1) configuration, the two-hop interference pricing relay beamforming provides 34% gain over the MRT beamforming and 18% gain over the ZF-like beamforming. Finally, the proposed algorithm provides large gain over IEEE 802.16j single-antenna relay communication: 160% in the (2, 2, 1) case and 302% in the (3, 3, 1) case. This highlights the benefits of multiple-antenna relays. Figure 7 shows the simulation results of a moving user experiment for the two-hop interference pricing beamforming design algorithms using the two examples of approximate end-to-end rates as compared to the second-hop interference pricing. We notice that the twohop interference pricing algorithms provide large gains over the second-hop interference pricing for all range of user locations. Moreover, the two-hop interference pricing beamforming design with R ip2,k (γ k (F X ) always slightly outperforms that with R ip1,k (γ k (F X ) as expected. This is because R ip2,k (γ k (F X ) provides a better approximation of the end-to-end rate than does R ip1,k (γ k (F X ). This means the quality of the resulting solutions by the proposed twohop interference pricing beamforming design depends on the selection of the approximate end-to-end rate function. The same trend holds for other antenna cases although the simulation results are not shown here to save space.
The last experiment is on power control for the singleantenna relay interference channel with M = N = 1. For comparison, we implement two reference strategies: (i) second-hop interference pricing algorithm and (ii) IEEE 802.16j with the maximum power. In the second-hop interference pricing algorithm, we apply directly the prior interference pricing algorithm for the single-hop interference channel in [15] for the second hop. In the maximumpower IEEE 802.16j strategy, the relays behave egoistically by using their maximum power to increase the desired signal power to their associated receivers while causing large interference to unintended receivers. Figure 8 provides the results for d = 836 m (cell-edge user case) and t ∈ {0.70, 0.90, 0.95}. Note that the second-hop interference pricing algorithm may perform worse than the maximumpower IEEE 802.16j strategy. This confirms that the maximization of the second-hop sum-rates may cause more mismatch between the rates on two hops, degrading the two-hop sum-rate performance. In addition, our proposed two-hop interference pricing algorithm always outperforms the other algorithms for all considered values of t. The reason is that our proposed algorithm can take into account t and {ξ k } K k=1 into the relay power control to alleviate two-hop rate mismatch while the other algorithms cannot.
Conclusions
We proposed an algorithm for designing the transmission parameters at the transmitters and relays in the DF relay interference channel to maximize end-to-end sum-rates. The algorithm copes with both interference and mismatch between the rates on two hops, two main challenges in designing the DF relay systems. Our key contribution is the two-hop interference pricing framework that allows for the integration of information about the first-hop performance and timesharing value in the computation of interference prices on the second hop for design the relays. The proposed algorithm allows for distributed implementation, making it suitable for practical systems. Simulations showed that the proposed algorithm obtains higher end-to-end sum-rates than the existing strategies, including the naïve approach of applying independently the single-hop interference pricing algorithms on two hops.
